Inclusion project United in Dreams

project presentation
United in Dreams

United in Dreams has set itself the goal of integrating inclusion into motorsport. This lighthouse project starts at the very
bottom of youth promotion in kart slalom, with the intention of enabling young talents with physical disabilities to offer a
way up to professional motorsport.
The technology used in this project shows what is already possible nowadays.

With United in Dreams, you can experience inclusion in
motorsports at an equal-opportunity competition for ALL.

Establish inclusion in motorsport and society
as a matter of course.

In electric kart slalom for children and young
people with and without physical disabilities,
which focuses on equity, innovation and
sustainability.

In a unique environment that can be
extended worldwide to karting and other
categories of motorsport.

Children and young people with a large variety
of physical disabilities.

Technology partners, such as companies
from the automotive industry, start-ups
with high innovation capability, etc.

Companies, clubs and initiatives that are
already active in the field of inclusion/youth
work and continue to be involved in
sports/motorsport.

Companies & partners from industry and relevant economic
sectors as well as non-profit organizations.

Project launch
Berlin 2021

Visiting the United in Dreams presentation as part of the FIA's "Girls on Track" initiative at the
Formula EPrix in Berlin, FIA President Jean Todt and Venturi Formula E team principal Susie
Wolff were impressed by the E-karts' innovative technology for inclusive sports.
Representatives of leading Formula E partners ABB and DHL as well as two-time DTM
champion Gary Paffett and professional racing driver Carrie Schreiner also expressed great
interest in the United in Dreams project.

With the support of many great and dedicated partners, we were able to organize several sighting events and
a final competition in different regions of Germany this summer:

The regional sighting runs took place all over Germany and
offered the participants the opportunity to experience the
discipline of kart slalom with a specially modified inclusion
electric kart.
Children and young adults with and without physical
limitations could participate.
The competition is made possible by the innovative sms revo
SpaceDrive e-kart, equipped with the Space Drive driving and
steering system from Schaeffler Paravan and PARAVAN,
respectively, which can be customized using different joysticks. .

A total of 17 participants, who had qualified in five sighting races, took part in the season
finale at the Lausitzring, including seven wheelchair drivers. The overall winner, Marc
Neuhardt, himself a wheelchair driver, as well as second and third-place finishers Tobias
Kleiber and Nils Scheidemann were presented with trophies in the design of the GT
Masters trophies on Sunday as part of the starting grid for the ADAC GT Masters.
video review
Porsche Carrera Cup Talent Pool

video review
ADAC GT Masters

Secure exclusive and individual storytelling for your individual Corporate
Social Responsibility (CSR) strategy and fulfill the dreams of young people
with physical disabilities

Become part of our supporter pool and
help the project with your one-time or
permanent contribution together with
other companies
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Support the project with sustainable
hardware. Demonstrate your
Environmental Social Governance (ESG)
commitment to inclusion in tomorrow's
motorsport in a convincing and credible
way with your sponsorship.

United in Dreams has a high idealistic value with a forward-looking social claim. As a
partner from the very beginning, you will accompany the development of the project
on the way to qualitative promotion and establishment of inclusion in motorsport.
With your support, make your CSR strategy and your ESG commitment convincingly
visible and use the high acceptance of the topic of inclusion in sport for suitable
accompanying measures for your marketing and public relations.

We want to grow and make United in Dreams something big.

We can only do this together!

As a non-profit organization, x4in is dependant
on donations from supporters and sponsors.
Help us to make inclusion in motorsports a
matter of course.

Become a partner of United in Dreams, the non-profit platform for your Environmental
Social Governance (ESG) strategy: sustainable, inclusive and innovative!

Financial contribution in
supporter pool together with
other supporters, one-time or
long-term, with provision of
company logo

Title sponsor as name giver in
connection with the United in
Dreams logo for all project
appearances and advertising
measures

Sponsorships for branded ekarts or events with company
logo placements for all
promotional activities

unitedindreams@x4in.de
www.unitedindreams.de

